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OUR MISSION
Our unique culture and product designs are inspired by the rich heritage of the Brigade de cuisine.

Every design we develop, everything we make, every aspect of our business has been founded upon respecting these long standing traditions. 
Whilst we believe in focusing on the past we have the desire and vision to take the Chefs Apparel industry into the future and build the best 

products for our industry based on this past. 

Our values reflect those of a business started by family and we believe in forging relationships through mutual respect and co-existence, 
amongst ourselves and within the communities and environments in which we work.

The approach we take towards product design demonstrates a bias for simplicity, function and utility. Using the best possible ingredients in 
our products to set us apart is vital to our existence.

We want our customers to know they can absolutely and unconditionally trust Chefs Brigade and the products we offer.

We share a passion in our apparel and to make a difference in our world. 
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Our chefs coats are named after some 

of the worlds best hotels, restaurants 

and even bars. This is our way to 

pay homage to some of the worlds 

top institutions and Chefs therein. 

Ultimately our little bit to show respect 

and tradition to the history crafted out 

by the Brigade de cuisine.

RESPECT TRADITION
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This may be our core coat, but its just as important as any other coat 

that we make and it packs a punch. The Amigo which will give your 

team a sophisticated yet practical coat that will set them apart from the 

rest.  Our tapered collar coat has our concealed ring stud fasteners and 

a front yoke panel, which gives a sleek and modern appearance.

• Back neck Apron clip to secure your Bib Apron and keep you 

looking your best.

• Side seam slits at hem for ease of movement. 

• Includes a Thermometer/ Pen  pocket on the sleeve

• Back is stepped and lower than front.

The Amigo will handle what the kitchen will throw at it and the 

level of quality and craftsmanship and quality of materials used is 

what you can expect from Chefs Brigade. Like all our coats we use 

our premium 150gsm lightweight polycotton twill on the Amigo 

Coat.

The Amigo 



Utility Wrap Coats

150gsm lightweight polycotton - Unisex

# CBJKT001
White  

# CBJKT001
Black 
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This is one of our all-time favourite styles that offers a perfect balance 

of style and value for money. Traditional, timeless appeal is combined 

with superb functionality.

We use our premium 150gsm lightweight polycotton twill on the

Imperial Chefs coat, which is extremely durable. The Imperial’s 

superior craftsmanship and materials are designed to last.

• Double breasted with detachable stud buttons in black or white.

• Includes a thermometer/ pen pocket on the sleeve.

• Back neck apron clip to secure a bib apron and keep your team 

looking its best.

• Roll back French cuffs.

The Imperial



Double Breasted Coats

150gsm lightweight polycotton twill - Unisex

# CBJKT002
White 

# CBJKT002
Black
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This is one of our more distinctive styles thanks to its tapered wrap 

collar which wraps across the chest, creating a sleek and modern chefs 

coat that defines your style and individuality. Our Tapered collar single 

breasted coats our concealed ring stud fastener closure to accentuate 

that modern look.

• Concealed ring stud fasteners

• Includes a thermometer/ pen pocket on the sleeve

• Back neck apron clip to secure a bib apron and keep your team 

looking its best.

• Roll back shaped French cuffs

The Grand

We use our premium 150gsm lightweight polycotton twill on

the Grand Chefs coat, which gives it a crisp, clean and refined 

appearance, while keeping you cool at the same time. 



# CBJKT003
White 

150gsm lightweight polycotton twill - Unisex

Executive Wrap Coats
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Comfort was a key factor in designing this style. We’ve included an

elasticated waist with draw cord in our soft handle, 210gsm polycotton

heavyweight premium twill fabric. With durability also being crucial, 

the critical stress points incorporates re-enforced stitching, making this 

a robust and hard wearing style.

• Includes traditional side entry pockets with a single back patch 

pocket.

• Features an additional side seam cargo leg pocket for added 

storage capacity.

• Elasticated waist with draw cord.

The Nomad



# CBBAG001
Black 

# CBBAG001
Gingham Check

210gsm polycotton heavyweight premium twill fabric - Unisex

Chef Baggies
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Traditional waist apron featuring longer length, designed with long

straps that are tied in a bow at the front or back. Includes a re-enforced 

front pocket for storage items. Ideal for front of house.

Bistro Apron



210gsm heavyweight polycotton premium twill fabric- Unisex

Chef Aprons

# CBAPN001
Black 

# CBAPN001
White
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Features a fold over front which is designed so that the straps can be 

tied in a bow at the front of the apron and be easily tucked in, creating 

a neat, sophisticated appearance. Includes a re-enforced side pocket 

for storage items, a kitchen towel holder loop and contoured design 

silhouette to ensure that your team looks its best in service.

Tapered Apron

• Re-enforced side pocket for storage items.

• Kitchen towel coop holder front waist fold over tapered to item 

corners



210gsm heavyweight polycotton premium twill fabric- Unisex

Chef Aprons

# CBAPN002
Black

# CBAPN002
White
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This will quickly become your go-to apron. With cleanliness and 

neatness in mind, the design includes a longer apron length, with 

elongated straps that are tied in a bow at the front. The straps are 

3cm wide and features re-enforced stitching with heavy duty buckles, 

underlining the durability and quality of this style.

Bib Apron 

• Re-enforced front waist pocket for storage items

• Longer length



210gsm heavyweight polycotton premium twill fabric- Unisex

Chef Aprons

# CBAPN003
Black

# CBAPN003
White
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Chef Toque Blanche
Executive & Short Toque

Traditional in design, the toque is a regal symbol of the culinary 

industry’s long and storied history. We believe height still plays a role. 

The toque a chef wears says a lot about who they are, their style, their 

level of expertise and so much more.

• The  Toques are 27cm and 20cm high both with 13 pleats



Executive & Short Toque

# CBHW001
white

# CBHW002
white

Headwear
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Made with quality, comfortable fabrics and incorporating a mesh crown, 

these skullcaps are a great choice for any Chef. The design ensures that 

distinctive Chef’s look, as opposed to that of a bandana biker.

The Beanie Wrap gives that classic scull cap appearance in the front, yet it 

has an open adjustable wrap closure in breathable mesh

at the back. For team members with big hair that just needs to fit

up in there, we got it covered. 

Beanie Wrap



# CBNT001
BLACK

# CBNT001
WHITE

Headwear
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A traditional staple made from our soft handle heavyweight polycotton 

twill. Keeps you looking professional and completes your uniform.

Old Fashioned 
Necktie



25210gsm polycotton heavyweight premium twill fabric - Unisex

# CBNT001
Black

# CBNT001
WHITE

Chefs Neck Tie





We invite our customers to speak to us about our bespoke tailoring services. Our one to one personal care and customer services, combined 

with dedicated craftsmanship, is the foundation to which Chefs Brigade is built. Every garment we make under our Bespoke line is 

individually designed, precisely hand cut and hand tailored to the highest standards to meet and exceed your expectations.

PROFESIONAL CHEFS WEAR

CONSULT :
We  will consult with you on your needs, offer some ideas and design a Chefs Coat that will meet your needs.

DESIGN :  
Next our skilled Pattern Makers will take your concept of design and translate that into a hard board pattern based on the consultation. 

CREATE :  

From here your pattern is then carefully laid onto our fabric which is then hand cut and hand tailored in a 6 hour journey creating your 

personal chefs coat which will be something quite special at the end of the journey. A truly artisanal approach creating your coat of enduring 

appeal.

BESPOKE 
TAILORING SERVICE
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We offer you and your kitchen a comprehensive Embroidery branding 

solution.  Embroidery is easily the most effective and durable answer for 

your branding. Both from a longevity and laundering perspective making 

it ideal for professional chefs wear.

Please feel free to contact our professional sales consultants for ideas, 

pricing, colour options and needs. We are capable of doing one off 

embroideries or multi logo designs.

Custom 
Embroidery



Size Chart
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